Personalise your Cover Letters
A CV alone is enough for some applications, but a complimentary Cover Letter is still a standard and sometimes
requested way for you to provide formal context to your suitability for a role and business. It’s therefore best practice to
have a template on file that you can adapt and change per application.
You should think of a Cover Letter as being about two things; first, your suitability for a role regarding your skills,
knowledge and experience and second, why you are applying for this role at this business. The best Cover Letters outline
not only why you’d make a great candidate based on the job description, but why you are excited about the opportunity
and the organisation. We recommend keeping three P’s in mind:
I.
II.
III.

Personalise: Every Cover Letter should be different.
Passion: Demonstrate why you care about the role – and the organisation.
Professional: Spelling, grammar and the right tone for the organisation.

Because every Cover Letter should be different, carry out basic research into the role and the organisation. Read the job
or person specification and visit the company’s website and note their cultural values and latest news. Google the
company and click ‘news’ to discover announcements or initiatives to reference. Building up sound knowledge of the
organisation not only helps you to tailor your Cover Letter, but also demonstrates your passion for the job and sector.
Here follows our recommended basic, one-page format for Cover Letters.

TOP TIPS:
• Your cover letter should be no longer than a single A4 page.
• Avoid vague and generic phrases.
• Don’t be afraid to experiment with your template, especially for roles in the creative industries.
Further Reading
• How to write a Cover Letter, 31 Tips (The Muse).
• Three excellent Cover Letter examples (The Guardian).
• Your complete guide to writing a cover letter for 2020 (CV Library).
• A selection of online Cover Letter templates can be found here and here.
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